Upper 3 Update
Dear Parent,
In this flyer you will find information about some of the topics we will be working on this term, and ways
in which you can support your child’s learning at home.

What we will do in school…
Science: We will be looking at Materials
this term.

What you could do together at home…

Look at how things change in the home: do
some substances change when you cook or
heat them. Can you undo any of these
changes?

Literacy

Could your YP bring in a few of their

We will be developing our descriptive

precious possessions (or pictures of

writing as we describe our favourite

them) in order to write about them.

possessions. We will be writing a letter of

Think about when you have felt the need

complaint and exploring and creating our

to write a letter of complaint.

own poetry.
Cookery
We will be focussing on cooking on a
budget this term and planning a two
course meal as part of the AQA award

If possible involve your YP in the
planning, shopping and costing of a meal
at home.

scheme.

Humanities
We will be looking at the impact the

Research the impact of the Romans on
where you live..

Romans had on Britain as part of our
European History project this term.

Encourage your YP to practice their times
Maths
We will be focussing on applying skills
this term. There will be a focus on
times tbles and mental maths.

Swimming –

tables. Encourage mental addition and
subtraction when out shopping.

PE
Please send a PE kit (any comfortable shorts, jogging trousers, jumper and Tshirt) in a bag to keep in school. We will send it home every half-term for you to
wash. PE is on Fridays. We will be returning to Forest School every Wednesday
afternoon so please could all boys bring sensible, warm and waterproof clothing to
change into. Closed footwear must be worn.

We will write any important information and put letters in your home school
book. So please look through it every day.
Please write to us regarding how your child has been at home and if you have any concerns, also inform
us of any information that you think we should be aware of such as illnesses, eating and sleep patterns
or achievements and progress that your child has made.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
If there is anything I can help you with or if you have any concerns or questions then please do not
hesitate to contact me.
Many thanks
Karen, Amy and Neil.

